A DISCRETIONARY SERVICE CHARGE OF 12.5% WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR BILL.

FOOD ALLERGIES AND INTOLERANCES: BEFORE ORDERING PLEASE SPEAK TO OUR STAFF ABOUT YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

V  vegetarian   VG  vegan

SOME DISHES MAY CONTAIN TRACES OF NUTS.

NACHOS DEL BARRIO
Crispy corn tortillas topped with pico de gallo, fresh guac, sour cream, cheese sauce & jalapeños

CLASSICO £9  V
SUPER VEGAN £9.5  VG
PULLED BEEF £11.5

TACO TACOS (X2)
Soft corn tortillas with a choice of fillings

ANCHO CHICKEN £6.5
BEEF BARBACOA £6.5
BAJA FISH £6.5
BBQ JACKFRUIT £6.5  VG
PORK CARNITAS £6.5

GUAC & CHIPS
Crispy corn tortilla chips with fresh guacamole and house-made salsas

£6  VG

CROQUETAS (X5)
Five fried panko breadcrumb covered balls of delight served with miso mayo

MUSHROOM £6.5  V
CHORIZO £6.5

EMPANADAS (X2)
Two traditional Argentine pasties served with chimichurri sauce

SPINACH & RICOTTA £6.5  V
SPICED BEEF £6.5

MEXICAN FRIED CHICKEN
Fried buttermilk chicken covered with our secret blend of herbs and spices

£8

SLIDERS (X3)
A trio of sliders, served in soft brioche buns

PULLED BEEF £7
FRIED CHICKEN £7

QUESADILLAS
Grilled flour tortilla crammed with cheese, mixed peppers and your choice of:

PORK CARNITAS £9.5  V
BBQ JACKFRUIT £9  VG
Make it Vegan +50p

CHAMPION CHURROS
Our fave churros, served with indulgent chocolate sauce

£4.5  V

FRIES FOR DAYS
Fries your way, fries for days!

HALLOUMI FRIES £6.5  V
SWEET POTATO FRIES £4.5  VG
SPICY FRIES £3.5  VG
LOADED FRIES £8.5  V
Topped like our Classico Nachos
Make it Vegan +50p  VG

FROZEN DRINKS
Make your own

£2

GRILL
BBQ CHICKEN  £9.5  VG
BBQ RIBS  £10  VG
BBQ BEEF CHIPS  £9.5  V

VEGAN OPTIONS
Make all dishes vegan for a small charge

PLEASE NOTE
All dishes are made in kitchens where nuts and gluten are present.

A DISCRETIONARY SERVICE CHARGE OF 12.5% WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR BILL.